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While there are a lot of pieces that go into a college application, you should focus on only a few critical things:
Jackson, MS This school is also known as: This tells you how competitive the school is and how serious their
requirements are. For every applicants, 68 are admitted. This means the school is moderately selective. If you
exceed their requirements, you have an excellent chance of getting in. Want to build the best possible college
application? We combine world-class admissions counselors with our data-driven, proprietary admissions
strategies. We know what kinds of students colleges want to admit. We want to get you admitted to your
dream schools. Learn more about PrepScholar Admissions to maximize your chance of getting in. Jackson
State University GPA Requirements Many schools specify a minimum GPA requirement, but this is often just
the bare minimum to submit an application without immediately getting rejected. Most schools use a weighted
GPA out of 4. With a GPA of 3. If your GPA is at or below the school average of 3. This will help you
compete effectively against other applicants who have higher GPAs than you. More importantly, you need to
do well to have a strong application. In other words, a 17 places you below average, while a 21 will move you
up to above average. You could take 10 tests, and only send your highest one. This is unlike the SAT, where
many schools require you to send all your tests ever taken. This means that you have more chances than you
think to improve your ACT score. Superscore means that the school takes your best section scores from all the
test dates you submit, and then combines them into the best possible composite score. Thus, most schools will
just take your highest ACT score from a single sitting. Regardless, you can choose your single best ACT score
to send in to Jackson State University, so you should prep until you reach our recommended target ACT score
of Want to learn how to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Download our free guide on the top 5
strategies you must be using to improve your score. This guide was written by Harvard graduates and ACT
perfect scorers. Typically, selective schools tend to require them, while most schools in the country do not. At
least 6 months before applying, you should still doublecheck just to make sure, so you have enough time to
take the test. Final Admissions Verdict Because this school is moderately selective, strong academic
performance will almost guarantee you admission. Scoring a 21 ACT or above will nearly guarantee you
admission. You can get in based on the merits of your score alone. But if your score is a 17 ACT and below,
you have a good chance of being one of the unlucky few to be rejected. Chances of admission with these
scores: Plug in your numbers to see what your chances of getting in are. This tool provides only a simplistic
estimate of your chances of admission. Instead of treating this tool as a crystal ball, we recommend you
consider the big picture of what your chance means: Very difficult to get in We recommend you apply to
schools across a range of chances. Applying to some safety schools will guarantee you have a college to go to,
while applying to some reach schools will give you a shot at getting into the school at the top of your range.
How would your chances improve with a better score? Try to take your current SAT score and add points or
take your ACT score and add 4 points to the calculator above. See how much your chances improve?
PrepScholar customizes your prep to your strengths and weaknesses. Focus all your time learning, not
worrying about what to learn. Read about our score results and reviews from our happy customers. Click to
learn more about our program , or sign up for our 5-day free trial to check out PrepScholar for yourself:
Application Requirements Every school requires an application with the bare essentials - high school
transcript and GPA, application form, and other core information. Many schools, as explained above, also
require SAT and ACT scores, as well as letters of recommendation, application essays, and interviews.
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Jackson, MS This school is also known as: All these combine to tell you what you scores are required to get
into Jackson State University. In other words, a 17 places you below average, while a 21 will move you up to
above average. Want to learn how to improve your ACT score by 4 points? Download our free guide on the
top 5 strategies you must be using to improve your score. This guide was written by Harvard graduates and
ACT perfect scorers. Most schools use a weighted GPA out of 4. With a GPA of 3. If your GPA is at or below
the school average of 3. This will help you compete effectively with other applicants. In other words, of
students who apply, 68 are admitted. This means the school is somewhat selective. You should prepare your
academic scores well, but you have an excellent chance if you impress them. Final Admissions Verdict
Because this school is moderately selective, strong academic performance will almost guarantee you
admission. Scoring at a 19 ACT or above will already give you a great shot at getting in. Scoring a 21 will
nearly guarantee you admission, given that your GPA is roughly the average of 3. Want to build the best
possible college application? We combine world-class admissions counselors with our data-driven, proprietary
admissions strategies. We know what kinds of students colleges want to admit. We want to get you admitted
to your dream schools. Learn more about PrepScholar Admissions to maximize your chance of getting in.
Chances of admission with these scores: Plug in your numbers to see what your chances of getting in are. This
tool provides only a simplistic estimate of your chances of admission. Instead of treating this tool as a crystal
ball, we recommend you consider the big picture of what your chance means: Very difficult to get in We
recommend you apply to schools across a range of chances. Applying to some safety schools will guarantee
you have a college to go to, while applying to some reach schools will give you a shot at getting into the
school at the top of your range. How would your chances improve with a better score? Try to take your current
ACT score and add 4 points to the calculator above. See how much your chances improve? We guarantee an
improvement of 4 points on your score, or your money back. PrepScholar customizes your prep to your
strengths and weaknesses. Focus all your time learning, not worrying about what to learn. Our team is made of
national ACT experts. Read about our score results and reviews from our happy customers. Click to learn
more about our program , or sign up for our 5-day free trial to check out PrepScholar for yourself:
Chapter 3 : Jackson State University | CollegeXpress
Undergraduate Admissions processes and admits academically qualified students. Enrollment requirements are set by
the university and the governing board of the Institution of Higher Learning.

Chapter 4 : Jackson State University ACT Scores and GPA
Two ways to apply for General Admission: Caution! If you are a currently enrolled student at JSCC, there is no need to
submit an application for the upcoming semester!

Chapter 5 : Jackson State University Admission Requirements
Can I get into Jackson State University? The school has a 63% acceptance rate. Last year, 5, out of 9, applicants were
admitted making Jackson State University a moderately competitive school to get into with a strong chance of
acceptance if you meet the requirements.
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Chapter 7 : Undergraduate Admissions Login
Jackson State University GPA Requirements. Many schools specify a minimum GPA requirement, but this is often just
the bare minimum to submit an application without immediately getting rejected.

Chapter 8 : Undergraduate Admissions Login - New User
Jackson State admissions is somewhat selective with an acceptance rate of 63%. Students that get into Jackson State
have an average SAT score between or an average ACT score of The regular admissions application deadline for
Jackson State is September 2. Prep smart with lesson videos.

Chapter 9 : Jackson State University Application & Admissions Information
When applying to Jackson State University, it's important to note the application deadline is Aug. 1. Scores for either the
ACT or SAT test are due Aug.
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